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Estimate
04. Demolition

04.50 Demo/Prep

Cornerstone will remove and discard the existing finishes and fixtures, including any applicable

framing/partitions, drywall, trim, etc affected by the changes proposed in the construction drawings.

12. Plumbing

12.10 Delta Kitchen Faucet

Cornerstone will supply and install a Delta kitchen faucet (TBD.)

Allowance: $380.00

Option - To be specified by client TBD

12.80 Plumbing Labor

Plumbing will be reworked to accommodate fixtures as shown in the construction drawings,

including roughing in the kitchen sink, Insinkerator disposal, and ice maker for refrigerator.

13. Electric

13.14 Breakfast Room Light

Cornerstone will install selected breakfast room light (TBD.)

Allowance: $260.00

Option - To be specified by client TBD

13.50 Under Cabinet Lights

Includes LED under cabinet lights (standard)

13.80 Add/Move/Delete

Electrical work includes: roughing in appliances as shown in the construction drawings, as well as

adding/moving/changing outlets and switches affected by wall changes and/or cabinet layout.

Cornerstone will supply and install miscellaneous fixtures according to the selection sheet below.

**Includes adding/altering up to 16 recessed lights in kitchen, breakfast room and family room.

16. Wall and Ceiling Finishes

16.70 Drywall - In House

Cornerstone will supply and install/patch all applicable drywall to match existing. Drywall will be

sanded and finished to "paint-ready" condition.

17. Interior Trim + Doors

17.50 Interior Trimout



Matching base trim will be installed on all walls, and matching casing around all affected doors and

windows.

18. Cabinets and Counters

18.10 Cabinet Allowance (2 Options)

Cabinet allowance includes all applicable cabinets and matching trim. Cabinets are to be ordered to

spec based on approved drawings.

Allowance: $12,000.00

Option #1 - Cabinets - Economy line (Included) $12,000.00

Option #2 - Cabinets - Affordable Custom line (optional) $22,800.00

18.15 Stone Countertop Allowance

Stone countertops will be installed in areas shown in construction drawings. Allowance

accommodates standard stone top w/ applicable cutouts for appliance, sink(s).

Allowance: $5,700.00

Option - To be specified by client TBD

18.70 Cabinet Installation

Cabinets (TBD) will be supplied and installed according to the approved layout in the construction

drawings. An allowance for the cabinets has been established in the selection sheet. Cabinet

installation includes all trim and hardware, i.e. crown molding, toe kick, knobs/pulls. This contract

does not include a price for knobs/pulls.

19. Flooring

19.16 Flooring - LVT (Glued Down)

Cornerstone will supply and install glued down LVT (TBD) in affected areas of home as shown by

construction drawings.

Allowance: $1,500.00

Option - To be specified by client TBD

19.86 Labor - LVT Glued - Installation

Cornerstone will supply and install glued down LVT in affected areas of home. Installation will include

any necessary shoe, moldings, and nosing etc. as deemed necessary by construction drawings.

20. Tile

20.10 Tile Backsplash

Cornerstone will supply and install custom backsplash tile (TBD) as approved by construction

drawings and client.

Allowance: $1,300.00

Option - To be specified by client TBD



20.80 Backsplash Installation

Tile to be installed on backsplash (and other appropriate areas) as shown in construction drawings.

Refer to selection sheet for tile design, allowances and selections.

24. Hardware and Accessories

24.11 Cabinet Hardware (Knobs/Pulls)

Allowance: $325.00

Option - To be specified by client TBD

24.50 Hardware & Accessories

Cornerstone will provide misc. hardware and accessories as needed per job specs. on construction

drawings.

25. Appliances

25.50 Appliance Installation

Cornerstone will also install the range, refrigerator, dishwasher, and microwave/hood. A price for

appliances is NOT included. Venting for the microwave/hood will be done as required by the

manufacturers specifications and vented to the exterior of the home (location TBD in the field).

Cornerstone will install the appliances in accordance with the manufacturers instructions, but

Cornerstone will warranty installation-related issues only.

26. Paint

26.80 Painting

Painting shall be limited to affected areas (including ceilings, walls , base trim, room side interior

doors, door casings in room, and window moldings.); walls up to 2 coats, ceiling up to 2 coats. Walls

to be painted Flat, ceilings Flat White, and trim Semi-Gloss white, unless otherwise specified by

homeowner. Additional coats for colors of a pastel, luminous, or ultra-deep base may be extra. If flat

sheen for walls is not selected by homeowner, this may incur additional charges during touchup.

Painting of other rooms and/or moldings is NOT included. This contract does not include a price for

wallpaper removal. Price for paint subject to change upon receipt of final colors and site conditions.

27. Misc.

27.00 Misc./Cleanup

Misc. labor, unassigned

27.10 Misc. Materials

Cornerstone will provide misc. materials as project requires based on construction and construction

drawings.

Total Price $56,900.00



Allowance Summary (included in estimate)
12.10 Delta Kitchen Faucet $380.00

13.14 Breakfast Room Light $260.00

18.10 Cabinet Allowance (2 Options) $12,000.00

18.15 Stone Countertop Allowance $5,700.00

19.16 Flooring - LVT (Glued Down) $1,500.00

20.10 Tile Backsplash $1,300.00

24.11 Cabinet Hardware (Knobs/Pulls) $325.00

Total Allowance ItemsTotal Allowance Items $21,465.00$21,465.00



Why Choose Cornerstone?

Thank you for this opportunity to work with you to create your dream home!




